PatSeer adds Industry first Search Recall™ capability to enhance
patent search workflow in PatSeer platform
Patent Researchers will be able to view their past actions on a search results in case it shows
up again in any search

Pune, India (December 04, 2015) - Gridlogics a leading provider of products and
custom software solutions for patent research, analysis and project management,
today announced the industry’s very first Search Recall™ capability in its global
patent database and research platform, PatSeer.
Search Recall™ allows you with easy access to past work and helps you reuse it for
current tasks, thereby reducing duplication of time and effort. It remembers all
your annotations and actions for search results so that you don’t have review or
repeat the same action for any record in your result set.
With search recall feature actions such as flagging, ranking, or commenting that
you do on any search result is automatically remembered and this shows up
against the record in any future search. So you no longer have to read the same
record twice and it helps transform the way you work with your search results.
Further, you also can choose to remember all these actions in zones, giving a
much needed flexibility of deciding what and when to remember.
“PatSeer’s Search and result review interface have evolved in recent years to
meet the most demanding needs as more and more professionals adopt the
system. We continually discuss with our users on how we can make the product
solve greater challenges and a bottleneck identified was in reviewing search
results. Currently after finalizing the search strategy when you want to go through
the final set of results your task can be more efficient if you know which records
you have already read in the past. You also need tools to flag or annotate
important records or to resume from a particular record at a later period. By
incorporating these features in your review workflow you can save a lot of time.
PatSeer’s Search Recall™ capability addresses this important need in the Patent
Search process and is already being well received within our user community”
said Manish Sinha, CTO of Gridlogics Technologies.

About Gridlogics
Gridlogics is a leading provider of products and custom software solutions for
patent research, management, data analysis and project management. Our
products PatSeer and Patent iNSIGHT Pro leverage the latest techniques in
information retrieval, data mining and visualizations to help clients globally in
deriving actionable intelligence from the masses of patent data.
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